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Abstract 

 

Marketing Health Issues To Tweens: Recommendations For Reaching 

This Demographic More Effectively 

 

Erin Joy Kelly, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Michael Mackert 

 

This paper explores public health campaigns as they relate to tweens and their use 

of technology.  After considering how this demographic utilizes both traditional and new 

media, further examination was done on general health problems that affect this group. 

Three major health issues were then chosen for analysis. A relevant campaign for each 

issue was also evaluated, as were its overall marketing and communication efforts. The 

health problems and corresponding campaigns chosen include childhood obesity and the 

“Let’s Move” campaign, electronic aggression and the “Stop Bullying” campaign and 

youth suicide and the “WeCanHelpUs” campaign. From these analyses, 

recommendations for ways to improve each campaign were provided, as were general 

conclusions for reaching this demographic more efficiently and effectively. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The word “tween” denotes youth who are no longer children but are not quite 

teenagers -- they instead fall in between the two classifications. These adolescents are 

comprised of both males and females between the ages of 8 and 14 who are defined by a 

distinct commodity culture (Mitchell & Reid-Walsh, 2005). At this age, tweens are often 

overlooked by their parents and experts as a result of falling in the middle of two 

important life stages (Bradley, 2011). 

At this time, they also begin to reject child-like images and intentions and strive 

to be more like their older peers. As such, tweens have been described as “a generation 

stuck on fast forward and in a fearsome hurry to grow up. Richer than ever, they are also 

a retailer’s dream, with a seemingly insatiable desire for the latest in everything” 

(Kantrowitz & Wingert, 1999). Depending on which academic source you are 

referencing, there are varying opinions regarding what specific attributes make up the 

modern tween. It is commonly understood, however, that tweens are a part of the 

interactive generation, and that they are both influenced and influencers in our 

commodity-driven, tech-savvy society.  

The actions and behaviors of tweens certainly reflect these notions, as well. They 

still enjoy playing with toys but do not openly share this information with their peers or 

parents, and they tend to shy away from receiving affection from their parents unless it is 

on their own terms (Bradley, 2011). Tweens become slightly argumentative at this age, 

standing up for what they believe in, as well as beginning to think of things in concrete or 

“black and white” terms (Bradley, 2011). Additionally, these adolescents tend to spend 
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an increased amount of time alone (Bradley, 2011), mostly using their leisure time to use 

and interact with different media. 

As previously mentioned, this is a demographic that seemingly goes untapped by 

marketers. As advertising practitioners, we must begin focusing our attention on this 

group. Although they may be young in age, the power that tweens have over their 

families and peers is widespread. Besides controlling billions of dollars in spending each 

year (CDC, 2010) they also have a large amount of control over general family decisions.  

Over the course of this paper, an analysis of the tween demographic, their media usage 

and habits and three relevant health communication campaigns will be conducted. The 

health problems outlined by the campaigns – childhood obesity, electronic aggression and 

youth suicide -- are significant, as each of these up-and-coming issues is affecting an 

increasing proportion of tweens annually. Recommendations for improving each 

campaign will also be provided.  

Marketers should implement the provided suggestions for a multitude of reasons. 

Although tweens are exposed to thousands of messages every day, these 

recommendations will provide marketers with a way to target this group more efficiently 

and effectively. Additionally, this demographic is one that is rapidly growing. The U.S. 

Census found that there were approximately 20 million tweens living in the United States 

in 2009, and estimates show that this number will grow to around 23 million by 2020 

(Jayson, 2009). Moreover, the ages that comprise this demographic are some of the most 

formative years of an adolescent. Messages that strike a chord with this demographic are 

likely to last a while. If marketers properly tailor their communication efforts to reach 
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this demographic, there is a good chance that the messages will stick and will become 

habitual.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Marketers must discover a way to target specific tweens in order to disseminate the 

appropriate message. Having said that, it is important to recognize and understand the 

four peer group classifications for tweens that have been established by the 2003 Brand 

Child Study, which can be found below: 

-‐ Edges – Edges are independent trendsetters, anti-fashion and supposedly anti-

brand. They are rebellious, independent rule breakers that usually see themselves 

on the cutting edge, trying new things before others or repurposing old things.  

-‐ Persuaders – The most popular tweens; their decisions influence what tweens 

buy. They adopt trends quickly, are style-conscious and are much more 

mainstream than the Edges. They set trends for Followers and Reflexives. 

-‐ Followers – Followers are mainstream tweens who listen to Persuaders. Although 

they are followers, they seem to have an eye on the cutting edge. 

-‐ Reflexives – Reflexives are trying to climb the social ladder with no success. 

They are seen as the “outcasts” of the tweens, and have very few friends. 

(Lindstrom & Lindstrom B., 2003)  

According to Lindstrom and Lindstrom, marketers should focus on connecting with 

the Persuaders. This peer group is comprised of tweens who turn others on to the latest 

trends or need-to-know news; this is extremely important for marketers to remember 

when trying to reach the entire tween community with their message. It is important to 

note, however, that for health-related marketing, campaigns should attempt to reach as 

many people in its target audience as possible. As such, the above segmentation can be 
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utilized for various elements of the campaign, but overall efforts should be geared 

towards targeting this demographic as a whole. 

Furthermore, it is imperative to establish a trusting relationship with tweens, as this 

demographic is actively looking to identify with a role model that will help guide them to 

fit into their desired peer group (Sutherland & Thompson, 2003). As such, it is important 

to focus on the functions of trust, and how these may pertain to tweens, as well as tweens 

inclination to trust certain types of people or endorsers over others.   

Just as a marketer may utilize the above background knowledge and literature when 

targeting tweens to purchase any good or service, we will be utilizing the same reasoning 

in order to advertise several health-related issues to the tween demographic. While much 

of the aforementioned information is very specific to the purposes of sales-based 

marketing and advertising, these principles and rules can and will still be applied for the 

purposes of our paper. 

Health Problems  

There are many different health-related issues that begin to affect tweens between 

the ages of 8 and 14, with new problems continually presenting themselves during this 

time. These issues can range from “puberty to school bullying and substance abuse” 

(Mayo Clinic, 2011). They also include smoking, body image, obesity, nutrition, teen 

suicide and negative peer influences.  

For females, The American Association for Health Education has identified what 

the ten biggest health concerns for young teenage girls were, according to some of the 

nation’s top health educators. These concerns include diet and weight loss (84 percent), 
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sexual concerns (71 percent), skin problems (59 percent), drugs and alcohol (58 percent), 

eating disorders (45 percent), feminine health (45 percent), sexually transmitted diseases 

(45 percent), mental health (34 percent), other diseases (6 percent) and environmental 

problems (3 percent) (Creators, 2010). For males, common issues and concerns include 

using and abusing anabolic steroids trying to gain muscle for greater sports performance, 

drug and inhalant use, risky sexual behavior, risky behavior related to alcohol, use of 

weapons and an unhealthy diet (Beirut, 2009).  

A report released by Healthy People 2020 reveals two of largest emerging insights 

among this demographic, the first being the increasing ethnic diversity of the up-and-

coming generations. The most rapid increases have been found “in the numbers of 

Hispanic and Asian American youth” (Healthy People 2020, 2011). It is imperative that 

we tailor our healthcare programs and initiatives to properly reach these flourishing 

groups. The second insight “is the increased focus on the use of positive youth 

development interventions for preventing adolescent health risk behaviors (Healthy 

People 2020, 2011). In this instance, youth development interventions can be defined as 

“the intentional process of providing all youth with the support, relationships, 

experiences, resources and opportunities needed to become successful and competent 

adults” (Healthy People 2020, 2011). By developing initiatives that utilize these insights 

in order to properly target adolescents; many are optimistic that a positive, long-lasting 

impact will be made on youths and their health. 
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Tweens and Health-Related Communication 

The CDC released a bulleted list of information in 2010 to utilize when attempting to 

target tweens with health-related communication. The agency recommends utilizing the 

following techniques when marketing health information to this audience: 

• A Tween-friendly website can be a powerful recruiting tool for Tweens. It can 
help to reinforce messages through the use of exciting colors, graphics, games, 
music, and video clips. 

• Develop messages that appeal to Tweens’ core psychological needs. Tween girls 
often are motivated by messages related to beauty, glamour, and the desire to 
master a particular task. Tween boys typically desire mastery and are motivated 
by messages expressing power, bravery, and conquests of “good vs. evil”. 
Messages must be unique and distinct at each point along the Tween age spectrum 
to resonate with them. 

• Communication messages should be different for grade schoolers and middle 
schoolers. Once Tweens make the jump from elementary school to middle school, 
their needs, challenges, and influences change dramatically. 

• Don’t overlook traditional communication channels. Although very tech savvy, 
there has been rapid growth in Tween television programming recently through 
Cable networks like Disney and others. Nielson reports that TV viewing among 
Tweens has actually gone up 6% over the last five years. 

• Today’s Tweens are growing up in a multicultural environment and they expect 
advertising and visual messaging to reflect that diversity. 

• Use language that is lively, readable, fun, interesting, relevant, age- and gender-
appropriate, logical, welcoming, positive, and challenging. 

• Remember, Tweens want to be Teens but are not quite there so make materials 
edgy but not over-the-top. Materials need to grab a Tweens interest while 
remaining relevant to the topic.  

Source: CDC, 2010 
 

While the above list largely discusses messaging and communication tactics geared 

towards tweens, it also briefly outlines a few media vehicles that can be effective when 

targeting this demographic. Although two -- Internet and television -- were mentioned, it 

is important to discern that there are many other types of media that tweens interact with 
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on a daily basis. As such, a breakdown of media vehicles used by this demographic, both 

traditional and new, has been outlined in the following section. 

Tweens and Media 

Tweens are very frequent and heavy users of both technology and media. In fact, 

The Kaiser Family Foundation reported in 2010 that “for more than 7 ½ hours a day, 

American children ages 8 to 18 are tethered to computers, plugged into MP3 players, 

watching TV or playing video, computer or handheld games – and for much of that time, 

doing several at once” (The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2010). This equates to nearly 53 

hours a week spent interacting with media, averaging more hours per week than a full-

time job (Rubin, 2010). What’s even more mind-blowing is that as a result of 

multitasking, tweens are able to cram a reported 10 hours and 45 minutes worth of media 

content into their 7 ½ hour day, which equates to an increase of almost “2 ¼ hours of 

media exposure per day over the past five years” (The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2010). 

Additionally, a slightly older study conducted by The Kaiser Family Foundation 

and Stanford University found that “68 percent of 11- to 14-year-olds have a TV in their 

bedrooms, 52 percent have a video game console, 31 percent have a computer, and 39 

percent have a telephone” (Azzam, 2006).  
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The study notes that as youth get older, their media consumption generally grows over 

most vehicles, as reflected in the chart below: 

 
Figure 1: Media Use By Age 
Source: The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2010 

 
Tweens are overwhelmed with an abundance of media channels and messages and 

are constantly utilizing these outlets on a daily, if not hourly, basis. This demographic 

interacts with both traditional and new media vehicles in the following ways. 

Traditional Media 

Television 

Television continues to prove to be an extremely important media to the 

American tween. A study released by the Teen Futures Media Network at The University 

of Washington states that on average, this demographic “spends more time in front of the 

television than [doing] any other activity besides sleeping” (University of Washington, 

2009). The study estimates that tweens between the ages of 9-14 spend around 20 percent 

of their time awake watching television (University of Washington, 2009). In fact, 80 

percent of tweens say that “they “love” TV” (CDC, 2010). As for television 

advertisements, a June 2009 Nielsen study notes that tweens respond quite well to ads 

once their attention is piqued, more so than their adult counterparts. Although their 
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message recall is 38 percent lower than adults, “once an ad breaks through the clutter to 

reach a teen, teens tend to “like” TV spots more than adults” (Nielsen, 2009). Moreover, 

“average appeal levels among teen brand recallers are 44 percent higher than they are 

among older viewers” (Nielsen, 2009). Of course this target receives some advertising 

content better than others. 

Print 

Print is becoming a slightly less relevant vehicle to this demographic. Although 

tweens still read and interact with publications such as Sports Illustrated for Kids, 

People, Disney and Nickelodeon, this demographic is more interested in digital media, 

such as the television or the Internet. Furthermore, The Kaiser Family Foundation and 

Stanford University study found that on average, tweens spend “only 20 minutes a day 

reading non-school-related books, although the time spent with all print media—books, 

magazines, and newspapers—totals approximately 40 minutes” (Azzam, 2006). This 

study also indicates that tweens are engaging with print media less as they grow older. 

Print is still a viable option, however, if marketers are able to pique this demographics’ 

attention within the 20 to 40minute period indicated by the above study. 

Audio 

In 2010, The Kaiser Family Foundation found that adolescents are spending over 

2 ½ hours listening to music and various types of audio. These tweens spend nearly an 

hour listening to a cell phone or iPod, while “another 38 minutes is streamed through the 

computer, through programs like iTunes or Internet radio” (The Kaiser Family 

Foundation, 2010).  
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New Media 

Internet 

According to the CDC, 9 out of 10 tweens utilize computer services online, be it 

by searching the Internet for specific information, listening to music or playing games 

(CDC, 2010). Tweens spend much less time surfing the Internet than their older teen 

peers do as a result of still being closely monitored by their parents or guardians (CDC, 

2010). When tweens are online, however, 80 percent of them are spending more than an 

hour per day on various websites (CDC, 2010). As of May 2009, children aged 11 and 

under make up “9.5 percent of the active online universe” (Shields, 2009). In fact,  

“time spent [online] among kids has soared by 63 percent over the past five years [from 

July 2004 through July 2009]” (Shields, 2009).  

 
Figure 2: Online Population of Kids age 2-11 
Source: Nielsen, 2009 

 
While the above chart shows the yearly growth of adolescents aged 11 and under 

which make up the total online population, the below chart gives a thorough breakdown 

of where tweens are spending their time when using the Internet: 
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Figure 3: Tween Online Activities in the Last Month 
Source: CDC, 2010 
 

The CDC found that tweens ages 8-9 years old are spending their time online by 

playing video games (~55 percent), visiting their favorite websites (~27 percent), 

listening to music (~21 percent) and researching for homework (~18 percent) (CDC, 

2010). Quite similarly, tweens ages 10-11 years old are spending their time online by 

playing video games (~55 percent), visiting their favorite websites (~33 percent), 

researching for homework (~32 percent) and listening to music (~29 percent) (CDC, 

2010).  

Social Networking 

The tween social networking business is currently estimated at $200 billion, an 

amount that continues to seemingly go untapped. According to a whitepaper released in 

2007, “81 percent of online 9-17 year olds say that they have visited a social networking 

website within the past 3 months” (Alloy Media + Marketing, 2007). In fact, 71 percent 

of these tweens visit websites at least weekly (Alloy Media + Marketing, 2007). It is 

assumed that tweens’ consumption rates of social networking sites have continued to 

steadily increase since the whitepaper’s release. Pew Internet Research notated in a 2011 
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study that “teenagers ages 12-17 rank second [among] all age groups in social networking 

website usage at 73 percent” (Pew, 2011).  

In a study released by the LA Times, 13- and 14-year olds, while on the edge of 

the tween/teen spectrum, “were found to interact on social networking… in ways that 

were consistent with their offline relationships and patterns of behavior” (Healy, 2010). 

Overall, tweens are using social networking sites in order to communicate with people 

they already know, not converse with relative strangers (Healy, 2010).  

 Although traditional social networking sites such as Facebook require users to be at 

least 13 years old before signing up, 7.5 million of the 20 million minors who used the 

site in the past year were under the age of 13 (Consumer Reports, 2011). The study also 

found that “among this group of minors using Facebook, more than 5 million were 10 and 

under” (Consumer Reports, 2011). Consumer Reports noted that these minors’ accounts 

were generally unsupervised by a parent or guardian.  

 For parents who are more aware of the age restrictions set by sites like Facebook, 

relative newcomer Everloop has been specifically designed with tweens between the ages 

of eight and 13 in mind. Similar to Facebook, Everloop allows users to send messages, 

utilize instant messages and provides the capabilities to customize one’s individual 

profile, however the tween-based site also allows for profile color changes and branded 

stickers to be added. Additionally, the website is COPPA-compliant, meaning that it 

meets all of the rules set forth by the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act. This 

gives parents the peace of mind to know that their child is only interacting with other 

children similar in age. 
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 Additionally, it has been noted that tweens have very limited interaction with blogs, 

with less than one in ten reading them with frequency and three in ten only reading them 

occasionally (CDC, 2010).  

Mobile 

The transformation of the mobile phone into a “media content delivery platform” 

(The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2010) has allowed mobile usage to explode among 

tweens, and has also allowed them to consume media on the go. According to a June 

2010 CDC report, 46 percent of tweens have access to their own personal cell phone, 

most receiving this privilege between the ages of 10 and 11 (CDC, 2010). As for text 

messaging, the same report states that 81 percent of tweens “prefer person-to-person 

contact versus text messaging,” but are “open to integrating into a more digital context as 

they grow older” (CDC, 2010). Another such study found that 72 percent of U.S. teens 

and tweens reportedly text message regularly, as frequently as 100 times per day (Healy, 

2010). Today’s adolescents are also the heaviest viewers of mobile video (Nielsen Wire, 

2011). Tweens over the age of 12 who are mobile subscribers watched “7 hours and 13 

minutes of mobile video a month in Q4 2010, compared to 4 hours 20 minutes for the 

general population” (Nielsen Wire, 2011). Additionally, 58 percent of the same tweens 

surveyed by Nielsen Wire admitted that they “always” or “sometimes” look at 

advertisements (Nielsen Wire, 2011). Although tweens’ cell phone use is high, only “5 

percent…access the Internet over the phone each month” (CDC, 2010). 
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Online Games 

Tweens are entering the online gaming scene at a rapid pace. Old research had 

noted that the median age of an online gamer was around 40 years old; however the 

average gamer’s age has recently dropped to 32 as a result of tweens making their way 

into the mix (Woda, 2011). Recent reports note that 91 percent of males and 93 percent of 

females “ages 8 to 11 report playing online games, up dramatically from five years ago” 

(Woda, 2011). Marketers have found a way to cater to this demographic too, through the 

use of virtual communities such as Club Penguin and Webkinz. These communities, as 

well as most tween-centric communities, focus on two things: “maintaining, dressing and 

customizing your avatar (which may be [a] cartoonish human or [a] cute fluffy animal” 

(Woda, 2011) or “playing games and communicating with other tweens [in a] social-

networking style” (Woda, 2011).  

Online Video 

A 2009 Nielsen report revealed that “a typical teen only watches about 11 minutes 

of online video per day or an average of about 3 hours per month” (Nielsen, 2009). The 

report also states that this demographic spends less than 35 percent of their time watching 

online video than adults in the 25 to 34-year-old demographic, however they recall 

advertisements shown online more frequently than those shown on television (Nielsen, 

2009). Additionally, the report found that YouTube is the most popular online video site 

among this demographic, but sites such as Facebook and Hulu “are also popular choices” 

(Nielsen, 2009). 
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Tweens and Advertising 

Given their ability to interact with so many different media, it is no surprise that 

this demographic is exposed to approximately 8,000 brands or messages per day 

(Lindstrom & Lindstrom B., 2003). With such an oversaturated market, it is typically 

harder to reach this demographic with any given message. Moreover, though tweens are 

one of the most brand-conscious generations, they are skeptical in general of advertising, 

as they tend to understand the underlying persuasive messages that are the central focus 

of the ads themselves. They are also cynical of the usage of celebrity endorsers in 

advertising. According to a study conducted by Calvert in 2008, sixth and eighth graders 

who understand more about commercial practices, such as using celebrity endorsements, 

are more cynical about the products themselves (Calvert, 2008).  

As previously noted, tweens are extremely heavy users of media, spending 

upwards of 10 hours a day interacting with multiple channels. Often times their 

interaction with these channels is done simultaneously. Marketers looking to promote and 

disseminate health-related information should realize the potential opportunity that exists 

within this target. With technology always at their fingertips, tweens are likely to receive 

the health-related message if targeted correctly. That being said, while many different 

media vehicles have been outlined in the pages prior, it is important to discern that the 

vehicle is not the only factor to consider when choosing to target tweens with pertinent 

health information. Media is, in fact, only one part of the equation. Marketers must 

understand that the message is an equally important component to consider. 
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In the following pages, we will delve deeper into two critical health problems 

facing today’s tweens. We will begin by providing a brief background of each specific 

health issue. Then, we will analyze an existing campaign that attempts to elicit change in 

regards to the problem. Finally, we will provide our recommendations to marketers who 

are looking to successfully reach tweens by extending the current health campaign.  
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CASE FOR SPECIFIC HEALTH PROBLEMS 

For the purposes of this paper, it is extremely important to focus on two major 

health problems facing this demographic. These issues are childhood obesity and 

nutrition, as well as electronic aggression and youth suicide. These topics have proven to 

be significant to tweens, as these issues tend to begin or peak during the fundamental 

years that comprise this demographic. According to Healthy People 2020, these problems 

are also deemed important because adolescents are in a “developmental transition,” 

meaning that they are sensitive and susceptible to outside influences (Healthy People 

2020, 2011). Outside influences can range from a tween’s family or friends to the type of 

television shows he or she watches. It is imperative to address health-related topics with 

these adolescents because they are in a “critical, transitional period” of their lives 

(Healthy People 2020, 2011).  

Healthy People 2020 noted that the below programs and policies have been 

successful in addressing adolescent health-related issues:  

 
Figure 4: Health Programs That Have Previously Been Successful 
Source: Healthy People 2020, 2011 
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Childhood Obesity and Nutrition 

Health Problem Background 

According to the CDC, childhood obesity is a result of consuming too many 

calories and not getting enough physical activity (CDC, 2011). In recent years, it has 

continually proven to be a major problem affecting the United States. The CDC estimates 

that “approximately 17 percent (or 12.5 million) of children and adolescents aged 2—19 

years are obese” (CDC, 2011); however estimates released by the Journal of American 

Medical Association indicate that as many as 31.7 percent (or roughly one in three 

children) are either overweight or obese (Ogden, Carroll, Curtain, Lamb, Flegal, 2010). 

Similarly, an increasing number of children “have high blood pressure or cholesterol 

levels” and face the problem of weight-related Type II diabetes (Mand, 2011). If this 

issue is not properly addressed, “one third of all children born in 2000 or later will suffer 

from diabetes at some point in their lives [and] many others will face…heart 

disease…cancer and asthma” (Let’s Move, 2011).  

Race or ethnicity also becomes an issue when discussing childhood obesity, as it 

is more prevalent among Hispanic males than non-Hispanic males, as well as non-

Hispanic black females than non-Hispanic white females (CDC, 2011). In fact, “nearly 

40 percent of the children [in African American and Hispanic communities] are 

overweight or obese” (Let’s Move, 2011).  

The CDC reported that the number of adolescents affected by childhood obesity 

has nearly tripled since the 1980’s (CDC, 2011), which is represented in the below chart: 
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Figure 5: Growth in Childhood Obesity, 1971 to Present 
Source: CDC, 2011 
 

Additional statistics only reinforce the growing problems that face adolescents 

affected by obesity. Today’s teen eats fast food at least twice a week (William J. Clinton 

Foundation, 2011), snacks around three times per day and eats “31 percent more calories 

[than we did] 40 years ago – including 56 percent more fats and 14 percent more sugars 

and sweeteners” (Let’s Move, 2011). Furthermore, nearly one in four children don’t get 

any sort of daily physical activity (William J. Clinton Foundation, 2011). Coinciding with 

this problem is that many schools have faced budget cuts, causing them to remove or 

limit “the time that students spend in gym class” (Mand, 2011). The CDC reported that 

only 25 percent of eighth-graders “are required to take a physical education class” (Mand, 

2011). This leaves the responsibility of getting the proper amount of physical activity up 

to students and their parents, with no intermediary involved. 

Despite widespread public perception, The Kaiser Family Foundation actually 

found that the use of media or technology does not displace physical activity among this 
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demographic. The organization actually found that of those surveyed, “almost nine out of 

ten young people…[engaged] in some form of physical activity the precious day,” be it 

playing sports, dancing or going to the gym (The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2010). 

Moreover, “8- to 18-year-olds report spending an average of 1:46 engaging in physical 

activity in a typical day, an increase from five years ago” (The Kaiser Family Foundation, 

2010). The study also found promising information related specifically to the tween 

demographic, noting that “younger children report engaging in more physical activity 

than teenagers;” tweens between the ages of 8 and 10 clocked in 1:57 minutes of exercise 

per day, while tweens between the ages of 11 and 14 clocked in 1:50 minutes of exercise 

per day (The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2010). In fact, youth who “are the heaviest 

media users report spending similar amounts of time…being physically active as other 

young people their age who are not heavy media users” (The Kaiser Family Foundation, 

2010).  

Obesity for both adolescents and adults causes around 112,000 deaths in the 

United States per year (The White House, 2011). Moreover, “children treated for obesity 

are roughly three times more expensive for the health care system than children of normal 

weight” (William J. Clinton Foundation, 2011), and “three-quarters of teens who are 

obese eventually become obese adults” (Mand, 2011). 

Properly addressing this burgeoning health problem is extremely important, as 

some experts believe that this generation of adolescents will be the first to have a shorter 

lifespan than their parents (William J. Clinton Foundation, 2011).  
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Combating Childhood Obesity 

Since this problem has come to light and has received a large amount of media attention, 

many organizations, campaigns and movements have sprouted with the intention of 

helping stop childhood obesity. One such campaign is “Let’s Move.” 
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LET’S MOVE 

Campaign Background and Initiatives 

One of the most highly publicized movements to combat childhood obesity is the 

Let’s Move campaign, which was launched by First Lady Michelle Obama in February 

2010. The campaign’s website describes the initiative as one “dedicated to solving the 

problem of obesity within a generation, so that children born today will grow up healthier 

and able to pursue their dreams” (Let’s Move, 2011). The movement aims to provide 

“schools, families and communities simple tools to help kids be more active, eat better 

and get healthy” (The White House, 2010.)  

Television 

 Let’s Move currently has two different television campaigns: 

• The first campaign combines a famous Looney Tunes® characters with a 

professional athlete; duos include Drew Brees paired with Bugs Bunny and Kevin 

Durant paired with Henery Hawk. The duos interact with one another while 

promoting the campaign’s main message: move for at least one hour every day.  

 
Figure 6: Drew Brees for Let’s Move 
Source: Let’s Move, 2010 
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• The second campaign involves two cartoon characters, Maya and Miguel, who 

present a challenge to their young viewers. They ask children to move, play or get 

out and be active for at least one hour a day. This campaign has a Spanish version, 

as well, in order to cater to a Hispanic audience. 

 
Figure 7: Maya and Miguel for Let’s Movie 
Source: Let’s Move, 2010 

 
 While entertaining, both of these campaign ideas seem to be suited for a bit 

younger audience, perhaps elementary school children. In fact, many critics believe that 

the organization’s main problem is its’ targeting of school-age children, rather than 

focusing on where the problem really begins – before preschool. Therefore it is quite 

unlikely that the current television campaign is effective at reaching tweens, especially 

those who fall at the older end of the “tween” spectrum.  
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Internet 

 
Figure 8: Let’s Move Homepage 
Source: Let’s Move, 2011 

 
 Although the television campaign is geared towards a younger demographic, the 

website appears to cater to the opposite. The site, LetsMove.gov, appeals to adults who 

are probably the decision makers of the family, be it an adolescent’s parent or guardian. 

Much of the information provided is written with adult vocabulary and would be hard for 

tweens to comprehend. The website is broken down into the following sections: 

• Learn the Facts (About Let’s Move) 

o This tab provides general information about what childhood obesity is and 

how this health problem came about. It is mainly written in paragraph 

form and is quite verbose. 

• Eat Healthy (Food and Nutrition) 
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o This tab provides readers with links to the USDA’s Dietary Guidelines for 

Americans and “MyPlate,” as well as information about nutritional labels 

and pediatricians. 

• Get Active (Physical Activity) 

o This tab outlines the different ways in which adolescents can fulfill their 

daily physical activity – recommendations include “Active Families,” 

“Active Schools” or “Active Communities.” 

• Take Action (Simple Steps to Success) 

o This tab provides five simple steps detailing how various parties can help 

with the movement. These parties include parents, schools, kids, 

community leaders, elected officials, chefs and healthcare providers. 

• Join Us (Let’s Move Together) 

o This tab provides ways for people to become involved in the movement, 

encouraging visitors to take the Let’s Move pledge, find a MeetUp group 

in their area, join the Partnership for a Healthier America and a link to 

visit preventobesity.net. 

 The website also features a blog which is typically updated daily, as well as links 

to social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and MeetUp. A breakdown 

and analysis of the more relevant vehicles can be found below. 
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Facebook 

 
Figure 9: Facebook Page for Let’s Move 
Source: Facebook, 2011 

 
 The Facebook page for Let’s Move has 71,649 “likes,” or people who follow the 

organization. The page appears to be updated sporadically with applicable news articles 

and information about relevant local youth events, and does allow for users to comment 

and interact with one another. Unfortunately there does not appear to be a reason to visit 

the page unless new articles of interest are posted. 

Twitter 

 
Figure 10: Twitter Page for Let’s Move 
Source: Twitter, 2011 
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 The Twitter account for Let’s Move currently has 11,878 followers and appears to 

post even less content than its Facebook account. Also, many of the articles posted are 

duplicates of those posted on Facebook. The organization’s Twitter handle does not 

appear to interact with users or answer any questions, which may be a deterrent for 

people wishing to follow the organization.  

YouTube 

 
Figure 11: YouTube Page for Let’s Move 
Source: YouTube, 2011 

 
 The YouTube page for Let’s Move has over 430,000 video upload views, as well 

as over 118,000 channel views. The page appears to post new content every month, 

which may not be frequent enough for subscribers. Additionally, the look and feel of the 

YouTube page is extremely consistent with the rest of the campaign elements, and 

provides a direct link back to the organization’s homepage. 

 While “Let’s Move” utilizes a lot of far-reaching platforms, they do not appear to 

be tailoring any of their efforts towards the tween demographic. Moving forward, it is 
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proposed that the campaign incorporate the below recommendations, broken down by 

media vehicle, in order to successfully target and positively affect tween health habits. 
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FUTURE CAMPAIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 

Microsite 

 Although the LetsMove.gov website is chock full of important information and 

resources, it appears to mainly be suited for adults and is less relevant for youth. It is 

therefore proposed that an additional microsite be developed, solely for the use of 

adolescents. This microsite can be accessed directly via a secondary web address, 

LetsMove.gov/Challenge, or through a button located on the “Let’s Move” homepage. 

The microsite should mostly focus on the “Let’s Move Challenge,” which will be 

described more extensively in the follow pages.  

The Challenge 

 The main purpose of the microsite should be to promote the “Let’s Move 

Challenge,” which will be a nationwide competition for adolescents beginning in August 

of the given year. The objective of the challenge is to be named the individual, small 

group or team that has taken the most steps over the course of a six-month period. The 

overarching objective of the challenge is to promote high levels of physical activity 

among adolescents, by turning that physical activity into an incentive-based competition. 

Categories 

 There will be three main categories in which participants can enter: as an 

individual, as a small group or as a team. Small groups must consist of anywhere from 

two to 10 participants while teams should consist of 11 participants or more. 

 Additionally, individuals will be separated by age while small groups and teams 

will be separated by grade in school. Small groups and teams have the ability to choose 
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their members. These categories must also average their steps, which will be calculated 

by dividing the total number of steps taken by the number of participants on the small 

group or team. For example, if a 10-person small group takes 100,000 steps, then their 

final total would be 10,000 steps. Calculating an average will help to ensure that the 

challenge remains fair to all participants involved. 

Registering  

 Once an adolescent is interested in taking part in the challenge, they should fill 

out the registration form located on the microsite. This will provide officials at Let’s 

Move with very general information, such as the participant’s name, age, address, how 

they heard about the challenge and the category that he or she wishes to enter. For small 

groups and teams, only one form must be filled out and submitted with all participants’ 

information. Upon receiving and processing this data, officials should then send the 

participant their login information, a copy of the challenge rules, suggested physical 

activities and a pedometer. 

How It Works 

 Participants should access the microsite with the login information that has been 

provided to them. This will grant participants special access to a personalized profile 

page on the microsite. Additionally, each pedometer will come equipped with a chip that 

keeps track of the participant’s steps for the day, automatically synching this number to 

one’s challenge profile page and/or iPhone app (if applicable.) If participating on a small 

group or team, an individual’s steps will be totaled on the respective profile page. On the 

LetsMove.gov/Challenge homepage, all participants will be able to view their individual, 
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small group or team’s current rank among others. They will also have the ability to see a 

breakdown of their steps as compared to other participants in their city, state or region. 

Social Media 

 Once a participant has logged on to the microsite and checked their daily totals, 

they will then be prompted to post these totals to their Facebook status or Twitter feed. 

This will serve as a direct call-to-action for both current and potential participants, 

signaling them to either sign up for the challenge or to encouraging them to increase their 

daily step total.  

Checkpoints 

 On the first day of each month, the microsite will post a checkpoint. Checkpoints 

are a comprehensive list of each participant’s rank by category, whether they are 

registered as an individual, small group or team. By being able to view one’s status 

among their competitors, it is hoped that the checkpoint will incentivize participants to 

increase their daily steps, thus improving their ranking for the next month’s checkpoint.  

Prizes 

 Upon the completion of the six-month challenge, 40 total categorical winners will 

be announced. There will be one winner from each of the following categories:  

• Individuals (by age; from 5-18 years old; 14 total individual winners) 

• Small groups (by grade; from kindergarten to senior in high school; 13 total small 

group winners) 

• Teams (by grade; from kindergarten to senior in high school; 13 total small group 

winners) 
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 The winning participants could each potentially receive a one-year membership to 

their local YMCA, new running shoes, a meet and greet with a local “celebrity” athlete, 

or an assortment of other prizes. From the 40 categorical winners, three grand-prize 

winners will be selected, one from each group: individuals, small groups and teams. The 

overall winners from these three groups will win an all-expense paid trip to Yellowstone 

National Park, where they will be able to hike, bike and truly enjoy being active outdoors. 

Upon the completion of the challenge, all participants should receive an email survey 

requesting their attitudes and opinions regarding both the “Let’s Move” campaign as well 

as the challenge component. 

Why It Works 

 Although catered towards an older working demographic, similar contests in the 

past that have promoted incentive-based exercise have produced favorable results. The 

“Shape Up” Challenge, which took place in Minnesota, found that “community-based 

worksite exercise competitions appear to be a viable strategy for promoting…exercise” 

(Blake, Caspersen, Finnegan, Crow, Mittlemark, Ringhofer, 1996).  

Social Media 

 Outside of the challenge, it is also important for the “Let’s Move” campaign to 

have an active and visible presence for adolescents on popular social networking sites. As 

previously mentioned, while “Let’s Move” does currently have accounts on Facebook, 

Twitter, MeetUp and YouTube, they do not really cater to a youth audience. For this 

reason, it is recommended that the three of these sites, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, 

are revamped in order to truly engage with a younger demographic. We also recommend 
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moving away from MeetUp, as this platform is not extremely relevant to tweens, given 

that they cannot drive themselves to the designated MeetUp location. 

Mobile 

 As previously mentioned, mobile usage has recently seen a surge among the 

tween demographic, As such, it is recommended that a mobile platform be added to the 

“Let’s Move” campaign. A mobile application should be developed to serve as a direct 

tie-in to both the movement and the challenge microsite. This app will have a lot of the 

same functionality as the microsite, giving users the ability to use the USDA’s MyPlate 

function, interact with “Guess the Grams,” visit relevant social networking sites, as well 

as track one’s status in the Let’s Move challenge. If a participant chooses to input their 

daily step count, this information will be automatically uploaded to their Facebook or 

Twitter profiles, notifying friends and followers of the participant’s activity levels for the 

day.  

 Users of the iPhone will note a couple of additional app features; one being the 

ability to sync their challenge pedometer directly with their iPhone. This will allow 

participants to keep track of their totals on the go. Furthermore, if a participant passes a 

set number of steps over a given period of time (i.e. 50,000 steps in 1 week), they will be 

prompted to “unlock” a sponsored song through the iTunes application on their iPhone. 

Once again, this serves as an incentive to not only increase one’s physical activity levels 

but to also utilize all of the offered features of the mobile app. It is our recommendation 

that the general app be free for all users to download.  
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 With the knowledge that tweens are the heaviest viewers of mobile video, we 

recommend that a video component should also be integrated into the mobile platform. 

The mobile videos should incorporate entertaining elements with the fundamental, 

overlying message of the “Let’s Move” campaign. A monthly poll should be featured on 

the mobile app, allowing users to choose what kind of video content they would like to 

see. This polling feature not only demonstrates to users that their voices are being heard, 

but it also helps to ensure that the videos will be relevant and well received by the target. 

The content of these videos should also change often to ensure that viewers’ interest 

remains piqued. One such video could potentially feature professional athletes and youth 

role models who were chosen by poll respondents; these videos could showcase each 

athlete and role model explaining and demonstrating how they get at least one-hour of 

physical fitness per day. The development and utilization of a mobile platform for the 

“Let’s Move” campaign is essential to properly reaching tweens.  

Assessment 

 Although previous campaigns have proven that incentive-based exercise 

competitions do work, it will also be important to measure and assess additional aspects 

of the campaign during its first year. This assessment will help determine whether or not 

these efforts have elicited a positive shift in awareness or behavior for the health 

problem, and will also allow for improvements to be made to the campaign in later years.  

Measurement and Recommendations for Year Two 

 The total amount of registrants and pedometers issued should be documented, as 

well as noting any spikes in registration during the challenge. This measurement is 
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necessary to determine whether there were contributing factors that may have influenced 

this increase in challenge registration (i.e. more Facebook and Twitter status “step count” 

updates were posted on a certain day, etc.) If patterns are noticed between status updates 

and a rise in participation registration, efforts can be taken in year two to increase the 

frequency of notifications appearing on social networking sites. 

 During the challenge, participation levels should be analyzed to gauge whether 

these levels remained consistent or began to wane at any point. If participation fails to 

remain steady throughout the entire six months, it is recommended that the challenge 

length in year two be reduced to four months to keep participants engaged in the 

competition. Additionally, the time of year during which the challenge is offered could 

potentially affect participation levels. The “Let’s Move” challenge in year two should be 

held during a different month or season to see if there is a fluctuation in amount of 

participants.  

  Downloads of the mobile application should be tracked, as should the number of 

participants using the additional iPhone features. The number of mobile video downloads 

should also be measured, as well as an analysis conducted to determine what type of 

video content was downloaded and viewed the most frequently. Mobile video content in 

year two should take cues from what worked in year one, increasing the amount of video 

content deemed popular during the first challenge.  

 Traffic to the “Let’s Move” homepage, challenge microsite and applicable social 

networking sites should be tracked weekly during the three months prior to the challenge, 

throughout the six-month period and for the three months after its completion. 
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Additionally, surveys should be sent out to challenge participants in order to gauge 

answers to important questions, such as original reasons for joining, what components 

were liked the most and what was liked the least. This will help gauge whether the 

challenge has created a greater awareness for the movement and related health issue, and 

if this awareness has staying power.  

 It is important to remember that outside influences may have played a significant 

part in either the success or failure of the campaign and challenge. These factors can 

range from how the categories were broken down to the amount of peer and parental 

influence one may have encountered. Distinguishing the effect that these factors may 

have had on the campaign’s final outcome will be near impossible to measure. 

 Aside from the challenge, the site should include various smaller components, 

including interactive videos exhibiting physical activities that one could complete and 

facts related to general nutrition. While youth may not initially engage with these 

features, it is our recommendation that these components be tweaked to properly target 

this demographic. One way to do this could be to upload a video of a famous athlete 

doing jumping jacks and push-ups. This athlete would interact with the camera and would 

seemingly be interacting with the viewer, as well. This “spokesperson” would encourage 

and invite the youth viewers to become active participants in the exercise by joining 

them. In regards to nutrition, visitors should be able to custom-build meals using the 

USDA’s MyPlate feature (http://www.choosemyplate.gov/). This feature should allow 

users to see how their foods stack up nutritionally and learn more about what kinds of 

food they need to incorporate into their diet. Although including new food groups in their 
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diet may not initially seem exciting to this demographic, the feature could attempt to 

make it fun for these adolescents. If additional information is provided about the benefits 

from each food group, (i.e. carbohydrates give you energy,) tweens could potentially see 

this as an incentive to become better at their favorite sport. By explaining the reasons to 

alter one’s diet in terms unrelated to nutrition, it is more likely that tweens will adopt 

these recommendations. 

 An additional feature of the site, “Guess the Grams,” is a game of sorts, allowing 

adolescents to estimate how many grams of sugar, fat, fiber and carbohydrates are in their 

favorite foods. This feature will be quite similar to the website sugarstacks.com, which is 

shown in the photo below: 

 
Figure 12: Sugar Stacks Example 
Source: Sugar Stacks, 2011 

 
 Users will input a certain food into the game -- in this case Ben & Jerry’s ice 

cream -- and will have the ability to guess how many sugar cubes, grams of fat, fiber or 

carbohydrates are in the specified food. This feature will allow visitors to both engage 
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with the game and unknowingly become more knowledgeable about the food that they 

are putting into their bodies. It is worth nothing that “Guess the Grams” is not intended to 

function as a game that visitors to the microsite would play repeatedly, but would rather 

serve as an introduction and eye-opener to nutrition. 
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ELECTRONIC AGGRESSION AND YOUTH SUICIDE 

Health Problem Background 

 With all of the positive benefits and features that media and technology have 

brought to our society, it is no surprise that there are also a few negative aspects to take 

into consideration. The phrase “electronic aggression” has been defined by the CDC as 

“any kind of aggression perpetrated through technology” (CDC, 2008). Although there 

are many different actions that may fall under the umbrella of “electronic aggression,” 

cyber bullying, Internet harassment and Internet-bullying being a few, this phrase seems 

to encapsulate “all types of violence that can occur electronically” (CDC, 2011). 

 Additionally, the CDC notes that this type of aggression “is associated with 

emotional distress and conduct problems at school” (CDC, 2011) and often reflects being 

bullied off-line, as well. Although face-to-face or in-person harassment remains the most 

common type of bullying, electronic aggression is quickly becoming much more 

prevalent among adolescents. In fact, the percentage of Internet users over the age of 10 

who admitted to having been the victim of electronic aggression in 2000 (6 percent) had 

increased by 50 percent in 2005 (9 percent) (CDC, 2011).  

 As a result of the relative newness of this health problem, little is known about its 

frequency; however “9 percent to 35 percent of young people say they have been the 

victim of electronic aggression” (CDC, 2008). Additional figures released by the White 

House estimate that “nearly one-third of all school-aged children are bullied [both online 

and offline] each year – [totaling an] upwards of 13 million students” (The White House, 

2010). This newness is also attributed to why experts have a broad understanding of what 
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it means to be the victim of electronic aggression. Victimization can come in many 

forms, from “spreading rumors, telling lies, or making threats as opposed to telling lies” 

(CDC, 2008). As for what malicious actions are exhibited most frequently, a recent study 

found that “making rude or nasty comments was the [most common] type of electronic 

aggression…experienced by victims (32%), followed by rumor spreading (13%), and 

then by threatening or aggressive comments (14%)” (CDC, 2008). Furthermore, some 

studies have found that “girls perpetrate electronic aggression more frequently than do 

boys” (CDC, 2008). It is important to note that much of the current research on electronic 

aggression has been done on white populations, with “no information on how electronic 

aggression varies by race or ethnicity” (CDC, 2011). This leaves a great opportunity for 

future research to learn even more about this up-and-coming health problem. 

 Electronic aggression or cyber bullying is considered a pressing health issue 

facing tweens for various reasons. According to the CDC, “bullying can result in physical 

injury, social and emotional distress, and even death” (CDC, 2011), and subjects victims 

to an “increased risk for mental health problems such as depression and anxiety, 

psychosomatic complaints such as headaches, and poor school adjust” (CDC, 2011). 

Victims of electronic aggression do not feel as if they can seek refuge or safety from 

harassment, as this type of bullying does not occur in-person but can occur almost 

anywhere, even in the victim’s home. Additionally, perpetrators are actually at “increased 

risk for substance use, academic problems, and violence later in adolescence and 

adulthood” (CDC, 2011). This is truly a health problem that affects all of the parties that 

are involved. 
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 Youth suicide is one of the consequences that have been directly attributed to 

electronic aggression, as well as other forms of bullying. While all types of bullying must 

be stopped, it is important for this paper to focus on the issue of electronic aggression, as 

this appears to be a more pervasive extension of traditional bullying. This health issue has 

recently received an increased amount of media attention, spurred from the tragic deaths 

of tweens and teens across the nation. According to The American Academy of Child and 

Adolescent Psychiatry, “suicide is the sixth leading cause of death for 5-to-14-year-olds” 

(AACAP, 2008). There are countless reasons that an adolescent may try and commit 

suicide; however the website www.suicide.org lists some of the more common reasons, 

which include: 

• Death of a parent. 
• Divorce of parents. 
• Feeling like a "pawn" that is being used between feuding, divorced parents. 
• Joining a new family with a stepparent and stepsiblings. 
• Breaking up with a boyfriend / girlfriend. 
• Moving to a new community. 
• Not feeling accepted by peers. 
• Being ridiculed by classmates. 
• Feeling misunderstood. 
• Any experience perceived to be "humiliating." 
• Alcohol abuse. 
• Drug abuse. 
• Being bullied by classmates.  

Source: www.suicide.org, 2011 
 
 Relevant reasons showing a correlation between electronic aggression and youth 

suicide include “not feeling accepted by peers,” “being ridiculed by classmates,” “feeling 

misunderstood,” “any experience perceived to be “humiliating,”” and “being bullied by 

classmates.” A 2010 study conducted by researchers Hinduja and Patchin further 
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confirms the correlation between the two health problems. As previously mentioned, 

although electronic aggression is a relatively new issue, these researchers have 

concluded, “that a strong relationship exists [between bullying and suicide]” (Hinduja & 

Patchin, 2010). Although “suicide rates have decreased 28.5 percent among people in 

recent years, upward trends were identified in the 10‐ to 19‐year‐old age group” (Hinduja 

& Patchin, 2010). Additionally, multiple studies have shown that adolescents who are the 

victims or aggravators of bullying, be it in-person or electronically, “are at an elevated 

risk for suicidal thoughts, attempts, and completed suicides” (Hinduja & Patchin, 2010). 

Furthermore, the study stated that “it appears that…cyberbullying victimization was a 

stronger predictor of suicidal thoughts and behaviors than was…cyberbullying 

offending” (Hinduja & Patchin, 2010), and that “cyberbullying victims were 1.9 times 

more likely and cyberbullying offenders were 1.5 times more likely to have attempted 

suicide than those who were not cyberbullying victims or offenders” (Hinduja & Patchin, 

2010).  

 With the prevalence and media attention that electronic aggression and youth 

suicide have elicited in recent years, we must begin properly addressing these serious 

problems with youth during their more formative tween years.  

Combating Electronic Aggression 

 Many different organizations have sprouted with the purpose of raising awareness 

for the prevention of electronic aggression and youth suicide. Two such movements are 

the Stop Bullying campaign, as well as the We Can Help Us campaign. 
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STOP BULLYING 

Campaign Background and Initiatives 

 In March of 2010, President Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama announced 

that a collective of government agencies would be launching various initiatives to help 

tackle the problem of bullying: one such initiative being the overarching Stop Bullying 

campaign. This campaign looks to serve as a resource, providing information “on how 

children, teens, young adults, parents, educators and others in the community can prevent 

or stop bullying” (The White House, 2010). As a subset of the Stop Bullying initiative, 

the Stop Bullying Now! campaign was created in part to “raise awareness about bullying 

[and] prevent and reduce bullying behaviors” (The White House 2010), seeking to target 

those between the ages of five and eighteen. Although both campaigns aim to cover all 

types of bullying, for the purposes of this paper we will be focusing on raising awareness 

for cyber bullying. 

Messaging 

 The campaign’s current tagline is “Take a Stand. Lend a Hand.” This serves as a 

direct call-to-action and encourages viewers to take action and stand up to bullies. This 

tagline seems to work, as it elicits a response from the receivers of this message. 

Although measurement does need to be conducted to determine the message’s specific 

effectiveness, there is evidence that this type of call to action “can he highly effective in 

getting the public to take specific action as a result of PSA exposure” (Goodwill, n.d.).  

The one caveat, however, is that this messaging only appears in the television spots and 
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cannot be found anywhere on the website. Therefore its reach, recall or effectiveness 

cannot be accurately assessed at this time. 

Internet 

 The campaign’s main website, StopBulling.gov, seeks to inform visitors “what 

bullying is, its risk facts, its warning signs and its effects,” as well as “how to get help for 

those that have been victimized by bullying” (The White House, 2010).  

 
Figure 13: Stop Bullying Homepage 
Source: Stop Bullying, 2011 

 
 The website appears to serve solely as a written resource for all of the parties – be 

it kids, teens, young adults, parents or educators -- who may be involved in some facet of 

bullying. Each tab, as seen above, provides relevant information and tips to the specified 

group, aiming to elicit a positive change in both victims and perpetrators. The site does 

mention, albeit briefly, several ways to combat such “special topics” as cyber bullying 

and LGBT bullying. Although information-rich, the facts seem to be presented in a very 

dry format, which does not allow for visitors to become emotionally connected to the 

health problem or finding a solution. Additionally, the main website provides minimal 
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engaging content, likely deterring users from repeatedly visiting the site or virally passing 

the information along to family and friends. The only way to directly access this 

interactive content is through the Stop Bullying Now! microsite; however the link to this 

site is seemingly hidden at the bottom right of the kids’ page, seen below: 

 
Figure 14: Stop Bullying Microsite Call Out 
Source: Stop Bullying, 2011 
 

Microsite 

 
Figure 15: Stop Bullying Now! Microsite Homepage 
Source: Stop Bullying Now, 2011 
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 As previously mentioned, the Stop Bullying Now! microsite is much more 

engaging than the main website, promoting collaboration among its visitors. The site 

touts 12 animated webisodes and 12 games, although it is unclear if new content is added 

often. Targeted directly at children, this site invites its viewers to “learn how [characters] 

KB, Josh, Milton and their friends deal with kids who bully at their school” (Stop 

Bullying Now, 2011). Although the microsite encourages viewers to help stop bulling, 

the use of animated figures, once again, is not the correct way to connect with the tween 

demographic. 

Social Media 

Facebook 

 
Figure 16: Facebook Page for Stop Bullying 
Source: Facebook, 2011 

 
 At first glance, the Facebook page for Stop Bullying looks much more extensive 

and interactive; however upon further inspection, it provides information that is fairly 
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identical to the campaign’s dedicated website. Additionally, the Facebook page does not 

appear to be updated often, with its last wall post on April 22, 2011. Although visitors are 

able to interact with one another through the “Discussions” tab, there does not appear to 

be a real reason to visit the page with any frequency. 

Twitter 

 
Figure 17: Twitter Page for Stop Bullying Now! 
Source: Twitter, 2011 

 
 The Stop Bullying Now! Campaign also has a presence on Twitter, boasting just 

below 5,200 followers. Similar to Facebook however, this page also does not appear to be 

well maintained. The campaign’s last Twitter post occurred on April 6, 2011, and posts 

prior to this date were not frequently updated, as well.  
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Television 

 
Figure 18: Screen Grab of Television Ad 
Source: Stop Bullying, 2011 

 
 There appears to be only one fifteen-second public service announcement for 

television that is associated with this campaign. The ad, which is featured on the website, 

poses the question, “Who’s going to stop this? If not you, then who?” This question is 

immediately followed up with the tagline, “Take a stand. Lend a hand.” The campaign is 

a bit hokey, using fake fight scenes at the beginning of the spot and individuals who stare 

angrily into the camera towards the end.  

 Before providing our recommendations for the Stop Bullying campaign, the 

ReachOut campaign will be analyzed, which promotes youth suicide prevention. 
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REACHOUT 

Campaign Background and Initiatives 

 The Australian organization, ReachOut, began in 1992 when the cousin of Jack 

Heath, the founder of Inspire Australia, took his own life (ReachOut, 2011). Heath 

searched for answers and “had a vision that young people could be connected with 

comprehensive resources and support through the media they use” (ReachOut, 2011). 

Through Heath’s continued dedication to the issue, ReachOut was born and its website 

went live in 1998.  

 With the organization’s continued success in Australia, plans were made to bring 

Inspire and ReachOut to the United States. The program received funding from its 

“founding partner, the Macquarie Group Foundation, along with generous support from 

News Corporation and the Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation” (ReachOut, 2011). In 2007, 

the Inspire USA Foundation opened its offices in San Francisco, California. Upon its 

establishment, Inspire USA began to target ReachOut to US teenagers, ensuring that the 

program remained relevant to the needs and issues of this group. Although the 

organization does not divulge what specific tweaks were made for it to become more 

appropriate for the US market, it does note that it focused a majority of its US efforts on 

combatting youth suicide. 

 ReachOut utilizes the Internet “to provide information teens and young adults 

need and want in an anonymous, non-threatening and non-judgmental space” (ReachOut, 

2011). The organization also covers a wide range of topics on its website, including 

anxiety, depression, eating issues, suicide and violence. 
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 Inspire USA, the Ad Council and advertising agency DDB recently teamed up to 

“support a national media campaign on suicide prevention that features ReachOut” 

(ReachOut, 2011). The campaign, WeCanHelpUs, was created to specifically hone in on 

issues such as suicide prevention, letting teens know that “many [others] encounter the 

same tough times, but many also develop positive solutions to help…get past them (Ad 

Council, 2010).   

Messaging 

 The campaign’s current tagline is “We’ve been there.” This messaging is 

reassuring to teens, letting them know that others – both young and old -- have 

successfully made it through what they are going through. It is also encouraging for teens 

to realize that they are not alone in their problems, and that other adolescents similar in 

age have dealt with these issues, as well. This tagline will likely remain relevant when 

targeting the tween demographic, as it seems to be applicable to all ages. 

Internet 

 The campaign’s main website, us.reachout.com/wecanhelpus, instantly lets users 

know that “what you go through, we’ve been through” (ReachOut, 2011). This bold 

statement immediately establishes a level of trust with the site’s visitors. Upon entering, 

visitors are urged to get the facts, hear real stories from other users, express their voice or 

get help.  
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Figure 19: ReachOut Homepage 
Source: ReachOut, 2011 

 
 Additionally, site visitors are able to sift through different ReachOut topics and 

watch related videos. Each video has been created from an actual story submitted by a 

ReachOut user, and has been put to sound and image. Site visitors are also encouraged to 

submit their own story, allowing their voice to be heard. The topic of suicide, as shown in 

the picture below, has seven different videos that users may watch. 

 
Figure 20: ReachOut Story Index 
Source: ReachOut, 2011 
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 These videos reinforce the idea of community within the ReachOut program, 

letting visitors search and engage with a story that is similar to their own. 

Television 

 There appears to be only one 60-second television spot for the WeCanHelpUs 

campaign; however there is a shortened 30-second version of the spot, as well. The 

commercial does not have any actors nor is there any talking involved. It is merely 

comprised of various clips, showcasing places that teens may spend a good portion of 

their time – be it in a school hallway, in their car, at a desk or in their home. Within each 

clip or image, there is a different message. The first half of the commercial uses 

downtrodden messages such as “we’ve been controlled,” “we’ve been hurt” and “we’ve 

been judged.” About halfway through the commercial, however, there is a turning point. 

The spot shows a window adorned with the phrase “we’ve been lost.” Immediately 

following this scene, the tempo of the music picks up and a light switch can be found 

stating, “we’ve been found.” New, confident messages begin to appear, such as “we’ve 

been supported,” “we’ve been determined” and “we’ve been confident.” The scenes end 

with the tagline, “we’ve been there,” as seen below: 

 
Figure 21: Screen Grab of Television Ad  
Source: ReachOut, 2011 
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 The commercial closes with a call-to-action, encouraging teens to either send a 

text message or visit the website to “hear from other teens that have been there and made 

it” (ReachOut, 2011).  

 Overall, the commercial feels a bit long. Its length may result in a loss of viewer 

interest after the first few messages; however it may also allow for teens to spot a phrase 

that they can relate to. Moreover, the spot reinforces the campaign’s original messaging, 

that “we’ve been there” and that someone in ReachOut’s network will be able to 

understand whatever problem a teen is going through.  

Radio 

 The campaign’s 60-second radio spot takes virtually the same approach, however 

rather than being illustrated by images, the spot is illustrated by voices. In listening to the 

spot, you can discern that these voices come from teens of different ages, ethnicities and 

genders. Similar to television, the voiceovers state phrases such as, “we’ve been angry,” 

“we’ve been labeled” and “we’ve been hopeless.” Once again, these statements turn 

much more positive towards the end of the spot, remarking “we’ve been supported” and 

“we’ve been brave.” The spot concludes by encouraging listeners to visit the campaign’s 

website and interact with other people who may have ‘been there,” too.  

Print 

 Similar to the television and radio spots, the print elements feature “we’ve 

been…” phrases that aim to create a connection between the ad and the reader. The 

language used in the ads is also comparable to what was used in other elements, showing 
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consistency throughout the campaign. Additionally, the ads utilize the same look and feel 

as that of the campaign website.   

 
Figure 22: Print Ad for WeCanHelpUs 
Source: WeCanHelpUs, 2011 

 
Social Media 

 The ReachOut organization also utilizes social media sites such as Facebook, 

Twitter and YouTube to spread its message. 
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Facebook 

 
Figure 23: Facebook Page for ReachOut 
Source: Facebook, 2011 

 
 ReachOut has a visible presence on Facebook, with over 13,000 users who “like” 

the organization. The page is updated regularly with relevant content and articles 

pertaining to today’s youth. One problem, however, is that there does not seem to be an 

abundance of discussion or sharing from users taking place on ReachOut’s Facebook 

wall. Most of the content and posts do not come from site visitors, but rather from 

administrators of the organization. This approach seems to go against the organization’s 

mantra of helping teens find others that they can relate to.  
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Twitter 

 
Figure 24: Twitter Page for ReachOut 
Source: Twitter, 2011 

 
 The ReachOut organization has a decent presence on Twitter, with just over 700 

followers. Similar to Facebook, the Twitter handle for the organization “tweets” relevant 

information and poses interesting questions to its followers. It appears as though one 

individual, Alex D., is responsible for updating the organization’s Twitter account; 

however this page does a much better job at interacting with its visitors than its Facebook 

page, as it actually responds directly to users who tweet at the organization. It is 

interesting that the Twitter page promotes discussion among users, however the Facebook 

page does not. It would be interesting to find out if two different people run the pages. 

YouTube 

 Quite different from the organization’s other social media efforts, the ReachOut 

YouTube page has a mere 200 subscribers and does not appear to be well maintained. As 

a result, most of its ‘recent’ videos were posted well over four months ago. Although 
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video content may be harder and more expensive to create, it seems purposeless for the 

organization to utilize a vehicle like YouTube and not consistently update its content. The 

page does, however, do a good job of helping to promote the organization’s ideals, 

providing visitors with information of how to help yourself, your friends or others.  

 While both the Stop Bullying and ReachOut campaigns utilize multiple media 

channels and vehicles to reach its target, there does not appear to be a current campaign 

that hones in on the tween demographic while addressing both the issues of electronic 

aggression and youth suicide. Therefore the below recommendations have been made to 

potentially address this issue. 
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FUTURE CAMPAIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Both Stop Bullying Now! and ReachOut utilize multiple media vehicles to 

increase the awareness and reach of its specified health issue; however each campaign’s 

current promotional efforts does not appear to accurately target the tween demographic. 

As such, it is proposed that the following recommendations are implemented, allowing 

for a higher likelihood of message retention with this demographic. 

ReachOut 

 ReachOut should tweak various components of its WeCanHelpUs campaign 

rather than undergo an entire overhaul. These tweaks will position itself more effectively 

among the tween demographic, as its current efforts are geared towards a slightly older 

audience in teenagers. The below recommendations will also make adjustments that may 

lead to an increase in campaign recall among this target. 

Social Media 

 It is suggested that adjustments be made to the social media component of 

ReachOut’s WeCanHelpUs campaign. As mentioned earlier in this paper, tweens are 

extremely heavy users of social media and social networking sites. As such, the 

campaign’s designated Facebook, Twitter and YouTube pages should be updated much 

more frequently with engaging content that has either been found or created by actual 

tweens. By giving certain tweens this sort of editorial control, tweens may better interact 

or relate to the provided information, whether this is their first visit or a subsequent one. 

Although ReachOut does currently post material that is applicable to the issues at hand, it 

does so sporadically.  
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 Moreover, ReachOut’s current overarching campaign goal is to create and 

promote a sense of community and trust among one’s peers; however this is not really 

reflected in the campaign’s social media efforts. Information and conversation is 

seemingly one-sided, which in turn does not allow for the formation of relationships 

among visitors. Site administrators should be aware of this when posting content to its 

designated social media pages. The posted content should aim to encourage discussion 

among site visitors, such as asking semi-probing questions related to ReachOut, thus 

increasing the communal feel of the page. It has been acknowledged, however, that due 

to the nature of the topic, there may be previous restrictions set forth that do not allow for 

these recommendations to be made possible.  

Website 

 ReachOut’s website is a bit cluttered, providing its visitors with almost too much 

content upfront. This may feel a bit overwhelming to adolescents who are simply looking 

for an outlet to express themselves and their feelings. Additionally, the organization uses 

what it calls “fact sheets” to provide information, suggestions and resources for users on 

the many health issues covered by the site. This method seems to be over utilized, with 

many problems filling up three or more pages with fact sheets. Each of these sheets is 

also quite cumbersome and may turn off some adolescents who are looking for quick 

answers to their questions. Ultimately, they may be discouraging adolescents who are 

simply looking for an outlet during a tough time. It is recommended that the organization 

moves away from its use of fact sheets and provide more quick, easy-to-use resources for 

which tweens can turn to instantaneously. One good example of an organization utilizing 
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the aforementioned recommendations on its website is The Partnership for a Drug-Free 

America. When searching through the website’s “drug guide,” information is presented in 

a very “to-the-point”, clear and concise format. Content is offered in a question and 

answer format, and applicable pictures are provided for reference. This site does a great 

job of making its content applicable for people of all ages, as well as keeping its 

information succinct, as to not lose the attention of its readers.  

 Overall, administrators should be aware that the organizational structure and 

multiple names associated with ReachOut might be confusing to some users. It is 

therefore recommended that the organization utilize only one name publically. This will 

help in building trust among its users, as they will no longer be skeptical of the multiple 

names that fall under the Inspire USA umbrella. 

Stop Bullying Now! 

 The Stop Bullying Now! campaign should consider making alterations to its 

efforts so that it effectively targets the tween demographic. Moving forward, the 

following changes to its current campaign should be instituted to ensure consideration 

and potential acceptance with a new audience. 

Use of Cartoons 

 Although the use of animation or cartoons might seem a bit juvenile for this 

demographic, a 2010 corporate responsibility report released by The Cartoon Network in 

association with Turner Broadcasting states that cartoons do, in fact, work for targeting 

adolescents with pro-social causes. The report, The Cartoon Movement, noted that in 

general, youth “identify with…[animated] characters and imagine themselves with 
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superpowers” (The Cartoon Network, 2010). The report focused on Turner’s pro-social 

campaign, which “contrast(s) fantasy and reality through a creative concept summed up 

[by] the phrase: Life is not a cartoon” (The Cartoon Network, 2010). In this example, 

Turner brings its campaign idea to life by acknowledging that public service 

announcements “place beloved and zany cartoon characters in live action settings to 

highlight the importance of responsible behaviors in the real world” (The Cartoon 

Network, 2010).  

 As such, it is recommended that the Stop Bulling Now! campaign should retain its 

use of animated figures, which currently serve a central part of both the campaign and 

website. Administrators of the organization may want to test, however, if this audience 

would have a different reaction to the use of well known animated characters such as 

characters from the popular animated television series Family Guy, and further, if this 

aspect would result in the development of a greater personal connection between the 

organization and the viewer.  

Website 

 As previously mentioned, the main StopBullying.gov website serves as a written 

resource for all of the parties that are affected by bullying. Although facts are currently 

presented in a very dry format, it is recommended that the site be revised to include more 

interactive content for its visitors; however the same reasoning used in the prior example 

will apply here, as well. This campaign should take cues from the website of The More 

You Know, which is a long-running public service campaign led by NBCUniversal. The 

campaign’s site, themoreyouknow.com, “has been raising awareness of the country’s 
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most important social issues and motivating viewers to take action” (NBCUniversal, 

2011). The site covers many topics, including diversity, education, environment and 

nutrition, and keeps its topics current and relevant by relying on the guidance of a 

national advisory board. This site serves as a good example for Stop Bullying, as the 

former is consistently updated with original content. New public service messages are 

uploaded to the site often, coinciding with pressing social or health issues. Additionally, 

the use of popular celebrities in each PSA ensures that its target remains interested with 

the content of the commercial, whether it is airing on television or online. The site also 

makes it simple to interact with its designated social media sites, as the newsfeed for both 

Facebook and Twitter streams on the right side of the page. By mimicking the positive 

aspects of The More You Know website, it is hoped that officials will see an increase in 

the amount of traffic to the Stop Bullying site receives, as well as an increase in how 

often the site is referred to others. 

Microsite 

 The microsite for the Stop Bullying Now! campaign seems to be fairly hidden on 

the issue’s main website, which does not allow for users to access this content easily. 

Campaign administrators should determine a way to fix this problem, perhaps by 

providing a clear and direct link to the microsite from the health issue’s homepage. 

Additionally, steps should be taken to increase tweens’ awareness of the Stop Bullying 

Now! microsite, as this page provides a plethora of interactive content to engage with.  

Content posted to the microsite also must be updated semi-frequently so that the site 

continues to draw in new visitors. Without relevant content being posted semi-regularly, 
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site visits may drop off, as there will be no reason to visit the site multiple times or to 

virally pass the site along to friends or peers. Moreover, administrators should make sure 

that any content that is posted is geared more towards older tweens. As the microsite 

currently stands, all of the games and videos cater to a younger audience, especially 

through it’s somewhat hokey use of animated characters.  

 Furthermore, the microsite does not currently encourage users to visit the Stop 

Bullying Now! social media pages. Therefore, administrators should begin structuring the 

site to act as a go-between for its pages on Facebook and Twitter. A live newsfeed could 

stream on the main page of the microsite, allowing viewers to see what people are talking 

about and encouraging them to join the conversation, providing them a direct link to the 

designated social networking site. This will allow users to “Like” or “Follow” the 

campaign on Facebook and Twitter, receiving updates to stay in the loop with the 

platform as well as making it easy for tweens to redistribute this information to friends 

and followers. 

Social Media 

 Overall, the campaign’s social media sites need to be better maintained and 

tailored to a slightly older tween audience. As mentioned earlier in this paper, this 

demographic tends to trust their peers much more than any advertisement or endorser. 

Therefore, organization administrators should explore the idea of using actual tweens as 

the issue endorsers, allowing them to potentially manage or run certain aspects of the 

campaign’s social media pages. Youth bloggers and vloggers are extremely popular right 

now, attracting thousands of teens and tweens weekly to listen to the blogger or vlogger’s 
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point of view on various subjects. Utilizing tweens with this type of “star power” and 

influence over their peers would perhaps draw attention to the issue from a new audience, 

and would also allow for the “tween voice” to be both spoken and hear. 

Merging Campaigns 

 It has already been noted that the issues of electronic aggression and youth suicide 

are often synonymous with one another. As such, it is proposed that each campaign 

begins to lend itself to the other, creating one larger comprehensive campaign that 

supports both of these issues equally in the future. To begin this process, however, each 

campaign must institute all of the above recommendations to increase the likelihood that 

the campaign will be well received by tweens. If implemented correctly, it is feasible that 

these campaigns may successfully coexist, and can each help the other in receiving 

attention for the issue at hand. For the purposes of this paper, it is recommended that the 

campaigns begin this process by simply utilizing its current media vehicles to draw a 

greater awareness for the other cause.  

 In order to begin the process of merging the two, the following additional 

recommendations should also be incorporated.  

Social Media 

 Social media will prove to be instrumental when seeking to bring awareness to 

both of these campaigns. This vehicle should be utilized first in the transition, due to its 

low cost, relative ease of use and users’ general familiarity with pages such as Facebook 

and Twitter. It is also recommended that this effort begin with the Stop Bullying Now! 

campaign, as the issue of bullying often times appears to be a direct cause of youth 
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suicide. Organization administrators should create a piece of viral content that will be 

posted to the designated social media sites of Stop Bullying Now!. This should result in 

an increase in traffic to the site. At the same time, content from the ReachOut campaign 

should be subtlety integrated onto Stop Bullying Now!’s social media pages.  This slight 

gesture will provide first-time visitors with information pertinent to both campaigns, 

raising awareness and creating an association between the two issues. If the 

aforementioned effort proves to be successful, both campaigns should slowly begin 

working together to produce content that addresses both of these pertinent health issues in 

one succinct message.    
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 Upon conducting a thorough literature review and in-depth analysis of three 

current health campaigns, many conclusions have been drawn. These conclusions point 

not only to relevant insight regarding tweens and healthcare communication, but also to 

larger issues, as well.  

 With a seemingly endless influx of technological innovation, tweens generally 

appear to be ahead of the curve in regards to adopting new technologies, especially when 

compared with other demographics. These youth are easily adapting and embracing 

changes in media, and do not appear to be foregoing older vehicles in the process. 

Tweens are also known to multitask and are continually finding new ways to increase the 

amount of time per day that they spend interacting with various media vehicles. Moving 

forward, it is vital that marketers wishing to reach tweens capitalize on a few major 

takeaways, found below, that have emerged from the content of this paper.  

Conclusion 1: Listen to recommendations that may apply to (and help) your brand  

 Early on, this paper laid out the CDC’s seven recommendations for reaching 

tweens with pertinent health-related information. These suggestions urge marketers to 

utilize tween-friendly websites to recruit youth, develop messages that appeal to tweens’ 

core psychological needs, tailor communication techniques for both older and younger 

tweens, remind not to overlook traditional communication vehicles, adapt programs and 

advertising for multicultural audiences, use interesting and age-appropriate language and 

remember that tween material is not the same as teen material. It is important for 
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marketers to both understand and utilize all of these recommendations, as each is 

extremely relevant and vital to a campaign’s success among this demographic. 

 Through an in-depth analysis of the three campaigns discussed throughout, it was 

discovered that not one of these campaigns appeared to heed these recommendations in 

their entirety. Each of the aforementioned campaigns must incorporate both the above 

recommendations provided by the CDC, as well as the independent suggestions noted 

throughout this paper, in order to ensure success when targeting tweens.  

 The campaign website for Let’s Move’s must become much more tween-friendly, 

and should be geared towards a slightly older audience. In the same vein, the campaign 

should also utilize various messages which have been tailored to fit each targeted 

demographic. Although Let’s Move does currently incorporate a multicultural aspect -- 

Maya and Miguel – into its campaign, the language used is not age-appropriate for 

tweens, nor is it interesting and engaging for this demographic. To combat this issue, the 

recommendations provided regarding the Let’s Move Challenge should also be 

implemented.  

 Similar to that of Let’s Move, the campaign website for Stop Bullying Now! must 

also be updated to include tailored messaging for each demographic; the site should 

provide more tween-applicable content, as well. A multicultural element should also be 

developed for this campaign. Additionally, the new look, feel and messaging of the 

website will allow for a seamless incorporation of increased social media and tween 

vloggers, both of which have been mentioned earlier in this paper. 
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 Regarding the WeCanHelpUs campaign, the current website is already fairly 

straightforward and useful for tweens, although there are a few minor tweaks – 

mentioned above -- to be made. The messaging for this site should be updated, however, 

as some of current material is a bit verbose for this demographic. Like Stop Bullying 

Now!, this campaign should also utilize a multicultural aspect to its marketing efforts, 

outside of showing various ethnicities in its collateral. 

 It should be noted that of the aforementioned recommendations, there was not a 

single campaign that embraced the concept of creating and tailoring different 

communicative messages to reach grade school youth as opposed to middle school youth, 

nor did any campaign feature a somewhat heavy reliance on traditional media. Many of 

the independent recommendations provided by this paper do take into consideration the 

recommendations of the CDC, as these are quite useful in guiding public health 

practitioners. As such, it would behoove the administrators of both the featured 

campaigns, as well as the one’s not mentioned in this paper, to strongly consider the 

CDC’s proposals when developing a health campaign targeted at this demographic.  

Conclusion 2: Make your media dollars work harder 

 Marketers looking to reach tweens should be allocating money to numerous 

different media vehicles simultaneously. This demographic is one that is continuously 

growing; as previously mentioned, The U.S. Census estimates that there will be 

approximately 23 million tweens living in the United States by 2020. Directly coinciding 

with this is the fact that the tweens are constantly increasing their media usage. Media 

remains an integral part of the lives of this demographic, as well as a fundamental 
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element of their daily routine. As stated prior, The Kaiser Family Foundation found that 

tweens are interacting for more than 7 ½ hours per day with multiple media vehicles, and 

this interaction is usually done simultaneously. As a result of this multitasking, tweens 

are able to cram a reported 10 hours and 45 minutes worth of media content into their 7 ½ 

hour day. As tweens get older, their media consumption appears to grow, with no end to 

this pattern in sight. As a result of tweens’ propensity to multitask with various media 

channels, marketers must first find a way to make their media spend go further and work 

harder. Companies and brands should exploit this demographics’ growing media 

consumption habits, ensuring that funds have been allocated to cover all of the channels 

that tweens are interacting with on a daily basis. 

Conclusion 3: Messages are just as important as the vehicle 

 The message that a company or brand uses to target tweens is equally as 

important as its media vehicle or placement. As a result of tweens simultaneously using 

multiple media vehicles, communication is always at their fingertips. As such, tweens are 

quite likely to receive a message if it is one that will resonate with them. It is imperative 

that marketers properly develop and test the messaging intended to reach or target this 

group. If executed correctly, the combination of the message and media placement will 

allow tweens to become familiarized with a company or brand from a variety of 

platforms; this repetition may also lead to an increase in the level of trust and/or 

association that a tween has with the company or brand. 
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Conclusion 4: Don’t discount television 

 Marketers must realize that television is still an extremely important vehicle for 

this demographic. With a seemingly endless influx of technological innovation, many 

marketers believe that in order to reach tweens, you must strictly use the newest 

technologies or social networking sites. While tweens do use these channels, they are also 

still interacting with traditional media vehicles such as television, as well. As previously 

mentioned, a study released by the Teen Futures Media Network states that on average, 

the tween demographic spends more time in front of the television than [doing] any other 

activity besides sleeping. The same study also notes that tweens spend approximately 20 

percent of their awake time watching television. Not only are tweens spending a large 

amount of time interacting with this vehicle, but they are also focusing in on the 

advertisements it projects while doing so. Studies have shown that tweens respond fairly 

well to [television] ads once their attention is piqued, much more so than their adult 

counterparts. It is pertinent that marketers recognize that tweens do not see traditional 

media as antiquated vehicles, and that these channels should continue to be used as a 

means of reaching this demographic. 

Conclusion 5: Brush up on what tweens are really using the Internet for 

 Tweens are spending an increased amount of time on the Internet, specifically 

playing online games. The CDC found that of the 9 out of 10 tweens that utilize computer 

services online, 80 percent of them are spending more than an hour per day on various 

websites. The CDC has previously reported that the most common thing for tweens to do 

online is to play video games. This statement was later reiterated in a 2011 study, which 
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found that 91 percent of males and 93 percent of females between the ages 8 to 11 report 

playing online, community-driven games such as Club Penguin. While many marketers 

believe that this demographic is spending most of their time on social networking sites 

like Facebook and Twitter, this may not be the case. When it comes to ‘traditional’ social 

networking sites, Alloy Media + Marketing actually found that 71 percent of tweens are 

visiting these sites websites weekly, not daily. Marketers may find that this action is not 

statistically as common as once thought. Moreover, most tweens are using social 

networking to interact or communicate with people they already know, not converse with 

relative strangers. Marketers should recognize that the newness or perceived coolness of 

many social networking sites does not necessarily mean that tweens will readily adopt a 

brand or message. Practitioners should seek to better understand where tweens are 

spending their time online before developing marketing plans.  

Conclusion 6: Peers are the most appropriate endorsers 

 Marketers must remember that peers are the most appropriate endorsers for the 

tween demographic. While there have been countless studies in the past discussing 

individual classifications within a social group, marketers of tween goods and services do 

not appear to be taking note. The tween demographic largely does not trust celebrity 

endorsements, nor do they trust their parents or other experts. Tweens do trust, however, 

their peers, especially those who have been categorized as Persuaders. These Persuader 

tweens are on the forefront and can easily turn others on to the latest need-to-know news. 

It is extremely important for marketers to both recognize and accept this classification 

system, and to adjust their messaging accordingly. If practitioners can make the 
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Persuader tweens believers, then there is a much higher likelihood that other tweens, such 

as Followers and Reflexives, will follow suit.  

 Through an analysis of two pressing health issues – childhood obesity and 

electronic aggression/youth suicide – many conclusions have been drawn regarding how 

to properly target the tween demographic. It is imperative for marketers to properly 

address and market these health issues, as each typically begins during the fundamental 

years that comprise this group. While this paper has provided recommendations for 

adjusting each issue’s current campaign efforts, it has also provided general findings and 

suggestions related to tweens and their media usage and preferences. These 

recommendations are not tied to any specific health problem, but will rather help 

marketers of any good and service to better understand tween’s preferences and actual 

use of various media vehicles and technology. It is hoped that these comprehensive 

recommendations will lead to both improvements in educating tweens about health 

issues, as well as accurately connecting with this demographic.  
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